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About us :
Sanjay Tea Company established in the year 1973, is synonymous with the finest tea blenders
and packagers in the industry. We work with the resolution that our reputation must be solely
based on the quality of our tea. We maintain commitment to quality.
We provide excellent value added quality tea to our esteemed clients. With a combination of
outstanding service to our business associates and value for money products to our clients, we
have rapidly gained faith of a chain of highly supportive business channel partners and
satisfied clients, enabling our business to grow and flourish. We take pride in our ability to
meet client's needs to their utmost satisfaction, however diverse they may be.
We focus on blending high quality, strong and flavoured tea. With factors such as weather,
altitude, moisture, soil and season each contributing to a tea's characteristics, the importance
of the blender's art is inestimable.
The followings are some of the highlights that set us apart in the market:
Experience
The key management personal is in the field of trading tea for about four decades. With the
time, we have mastered each and every aspect of our business. We have been able to acquire
an in-depth knowledge to identify the exact demand of the valued clients. Passionate about
what we do, and how we do it, we have acquired the sort of knowledge and expertise which
we believe is second to none.
Quality Management
Our products and services are available with an assurance of high quality and standard. Every
single leaf of our tea undergoes stringent quality control testing to ensure that no substandard
product reaches in the hands of the valued clients.

Services at Sanjay Tea Company
We offer end-to-end solution of Tea Packaging. We offer excellent Tea Packaging Services, as
we understand that packaging aspect is equally important to the blending aspect in the trade
of tea. We are well equipped with all kinds of resources to offer high quality Tea Packaging
services. So clients desiring to get supreme quality tea packed in their own brand name in
accordance with their own specification need to wait no more.
At Sanjay Tea Company, experts select teas from different tea estates to find the precise
leaves, which, when blended together, will produce the exact flavour for a particular blend,
and then it goes to our packing unit for packaging in different quantities keeping in mind the
needs and preferences of our clients.

Clients can opt according to their choice for the quantity of packaging unit right from 25
grams per unit to 3 kilograms per unit. The packaging unit may be in form of pouches, boxes
or jar. The further detail follows.
The criteria to know the quality and specialty
of any Tea are their exclusive taste, color and
aroma. Therefore proper preservation is a
prerequisite, which can be attained only by
our latest quality packaging solutions which
not only preserve the product but also
increments the brand equity of the
product. Tea pouches is one of the best
remedy for its preservation. These Pouches
are very eye catching and can be easily
designed in accordance with clients
specification for carrying 25 gms to 1000 gms
of tea. These pouches are vacuum packed to
keep the product quality intact.
These boxes are beautifully crafted according
to clients specifations to enhance the aesthetic
appearance. Further, these boxes are
moisture resistant and provided in varied
specifications to safely store the required
amount of tea . These boxes contain pouches,
which are vacuum packed to keep the
quality intact. In addition to this, tea boxes
are carefully packaged to avoid any sort of
spoilage. These boxes retain different flavors
as well as tastes of tea leaves.
These tight sealed and moisture proof
containers are available in various capacities,
colors and attractive designs It helps in
keeping the flavor, color and aroma of tea
and provides perfect barriers against
dampness, dust particles and other
contaminants. We offer these Teas packing in
various sizes from 250 gm to 3500 gms, these
are very effective for the packing and to
meet the required demand of the clients.

Why Us?







We have a rich experience in packaging
We have modern tools and packaging machines
We maintain high level of hygiene while packaging
We give time bound services
Our Tea packs and Tea bags are precisely sealed
Our services are cost effective

Contact Us :
Correspondence Address :
Sanjay Tea Company
S.P. Mukherjee Road,
Khalpara,
Siliguri,
District Darjeeling,
West Bengal - 734005

Registered Office :
Mahabirsthan,
Siliguri,
District Darjeeling,
West Bengal - 734004

Visit Us At www. sanjaytea.com

Phone :
0353 2501210
0353 2501249
094340 07490
092323 66900

